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T

ransport is the lifeblood of all developed economies, but at the same time, it is also one of the
most polluting sectors. In the wake of the economic crisis and the looming threat of climate
change, a number of solutions have been developed to create a transport sector for the 21st
century, with varied success. This article aims to improve our understanding of the different trends in
the transport sector by analyzing time series of indicators for different aspects of sustainable
mobility in Hungary and Europe. Specific indicators have been developed from a variety of data
sources to describe the driving forces shaping the present and the future of the European transport
sector, with a view on the different medium and long-term objectives set out on national and
European levels, such as the White Paper on Transport, the Climate and Energy Package, or the
National Energy Strategy of Hungary.
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Introduction
As climate protection and control over the emission of greenhouse gases became
a crucial issue, it became clear that the transport sector was not only one of the
key players, but also slow to respond to policy action, as reflected by the goals
set out in the Decarbonization Plan of the EU (considering GHG emissions from
transport in 2030 between +20 and -9% based on 1990 levels). This seeming
inertia is due in part to the steady expansion of motorization, while the renewal
of the vehicle fleet and the role of other modes are also important factors.
Sustainable mobility is an important and integral part of regional sustainability
(Szlávik & Csete, 2012), and is one of the focus areas of technological and
policy development. Through the following paragraphs and figures, we will
present the current state of the sector in Hungary and Europe, with an outlook on
policy goals and future development. Hungary will have to develop and
implement its transport policy together with the rest of the EU, requiring a
comprehensive vision in transport development (Szendrő, 2011). The areas
covered include modal split and tonnage changes, the renewal of the vehicle
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stock, passenger transport performance, as well as differences between Member
States.
During the recent history of climate and transport policy, a whole range of
different strategies and goals have been established in several policy documents.
Before going forward with the analysis of the current state of the art, it is useful
to take a brief look at them to see what the goals are for this sector (the list is not
exhaustive):
1.

2.
3.

4.

EU Climate and Energy Package (EC, 2007):
• A reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions of at least 20% below
1990 levels
• 20% of EU energy consumption to come from renewable resources
• A 20% reduction in primary energy use compared with projected
levels, to be achieved by improving energy efficiency.
EU Decarbonization Plan: decreasing transport GHG emissions on 1990
levels by 54-67% by 2050.
White Paper on Transport (DG Mobility, 2011):
• Halve the use of ‘conventionally fuelled’ cars in urban transport by
2030; phase them out in cities completely by 2050
• Low-carbon sustainable fuels in aviation to reach 40 % by 2050
• 30% of road freight over 300 km should shift to other modes such as
rail or waterborne transport by 2030, and more than 50 % by 2050
• By 2050, complete a European high-speed rail network. Triple the
length of the existing high-speed rail network by 2030 and maintain a
dense railway network in all Member States. By 2050 the majority of
medium-distance passenger transport should go by rail.
• A fully functional and EU-wide multimodal TEN-T ‘core network’
by 2030, with a high-quality and capacity network by 2050
• Achieve a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050
Hungarian National Energy Strategy (NFM, 2012):
• Electrification of road transport
• Decreasing import dependence and CO2 intensity
• Increasing to role of rail in passenger and freight transport
• Supporting alternative fuels and propulsion systems
• Preparing for the structural changes brought about by peak oil

The objectives and time frames of these policy documents are different, and
there is no single, unified set of goals and deadlines, which makes it very
challenging to implement coordinated efforts in this area on a national, let alone
European scale.
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Current Status of the Sector
In the following paragraphs, we will investigate key indicators of the Hungarian
transport sector. For the sake of perspective, Hungarian data sets will in most
cases be compared to 4 countries, 2 of them more developed that could in many
cases serve as an example to follow (Austria, Germany), and 2 from the region
of Central Europe, having similar characteristics and issues as Hungary
(Slovakia, Czech Republic).
One of the key indicators of the Hungarian transport sector is the number of
new vehicle registrations. This figure is important because it affects the renewal
rate of the vehicle fleet, and through it, the time it takes for new policies to take
effect.
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Figure 1. New vehicle registrations (1000 inbabitants). Own compilation based on
Eurostat data.

The number of new vehicle registrations (an indication of the renewal rate of
the vehicle fleet) have been average in Hungary for the first part of the decade,
but have dropped sharply as a result of the financial crisis by about 80%
compared to 2004, when passenger car sales were driven by the availability of
cheap credit. The bubble burst with the rapid increase in the exchange rate of the
Swiss Franc (and, to a smaller extent, the Japanese Yen), creating a considerable
amount of bad loans. The ultimate effect was that, since the crisis, the majority
of new vehicle sales are driven by company fleets, and the number of
registrations is among the lowest in the region, dropping to just over 4/1000
inhabitants in 2010. Motorization has started with a delay in Hungary, and while
it more or less follows European trends, the overall magnitude remains less than
the average. The motorization rate (the number of vehicles per 1000 inhabitants)
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is arround 300, while
w
for most of the EU
U-15 countriees, this indicaator is around or
overr 400. It is thherefore likelly that withoout strong pollicy intervenntion, the vehhicle
fleett will continuue to expandd, even after EU-15
E
counttries have staabilized.
T second key indicatoor is the agee compositio
The
on of the vehhicle fleet. T
This
givees general information abbout the currrent state, butt when obserrved over a ttime
periiod, it also shhows the reacction to exteernal effects, such as the economic crrisis.
Thee point of refeerence in thiss case will be Austria:
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Figuure 2. Vehicle age distributiion. Own comp
mpilation based
d on Eurostat data.
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It is innteresting too note how inn some otherr countries (e.g.
(
Austria)), the crisis
had no diiscernible efffect on the age
a distributiion of vehiclles. The low
w amount of
new vehiicles in Hunngary (along with low scrappage nu
umbers) meaans that the
age distriibution movees in an unfaavorable direection, and th
hat policies (such as the
electrification of roadd transport, advocated
a
noot only by thee White Paper, but also
Hungary’s own Enerrgy Strategy)) that requiree the use off new technoologies will
need a loong time to taake effect, poossibly resultting in the in
nability to reaach climate
and energgy targets sett out, such ass the ones in the Climate and Energy Package.
The im
mportance of
o cooperatioon between manufacturer
m
rs and policyy makers is
undeniabble. Passengeer car manuffacturers are sometimes criticized
c
forr their lack
of comm
mitment to innnovation thatt could decreease the impaact of their products
p
on
the envirronment, andd that effortss on their paart will only be made iff ever more
strict vehhicle emission standardds force them
m to act. Today,
T
the majority
m
of
passenger cars on thee road still usse the internaal combustio
on engine, a technology
developeed in the late 1800s.
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Figure 3. Weight and emissions. Ow
wn compilationn based on Eurrostat data.
2
D for EU-25 before 2007
Data
7.
Note. EU--27 average, 2004=100%.

Howeever, this doees not mean that there haas not been any
a developm
ment. From
a very siimplistic perrspective, a vehicle has 3 areas of possible devvelopment:
performaance, weight and emissioons. For exaample, the Ford
F
T-Modeel weighed
540 kg, had
h 20 horseepower and a 72 km/h maximum
m
sp
peed. The reaality is that
there haas been trem
mendous deevelopment since then, but emissiions aren’t
improvinng fast enouggh because thhe majority of
o gains had to be used in
i the other
two areass due to consumer preferrences: weigght and perfo
ormance, botth of which
have an adverse
a
effecct on emissioons.
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A the graph above show
As
ws, the averagge weight of new vehiclees was on a stteep
upw
ward slope from 2004 onnwards, reachhing its peak
k in 2007. Thhe correlationn of
this statistic witth the state of
o the economy is also shown
s
by thee progressionn as
the crisis unfoldded: after a slight decreasse from 2007
7 to 2008, thhe crisis induuced
a shharp drop inn 2009, afterr which the graph has reebounded soomewhat (in the
meaantime, vehiccle emissionn standards have
h
become more strict,, arriving at 140
gCO
O2/km in 20110). There also seems to be
b a disconn
nect (or decoupling) betw
ween
emissions and weight. Thhe latter is unregulated, and has in
i recent yyears
decrreased less annd grown moore than emiissions. Appaarently, largeer vehicles (ssuch
as SUVs)
S
have become
b
popuular shortly after
a
the firstt “shock effects” of the crrisis
in 2008.
2
It is worth
w
noting that not alll countries followed
f
thiss trajectory – in
Hunngary, for exxample, remaaining vehiccle sales are mostly limiited to comppany
fleetts with diffeerent prioritiees and prefeerences, and the changess in weight hhave
not been as signnificant as Figgure 3 showss.
T next areaa to examinee is the perfoormance of th
The
he passengerr transport seector
in teerms of absolute volume,, changes oveer time and mode
m
choice.
Passenger trransport perform
mance,
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Figuure 4. Distancce traveled. Ow
wn compilatioon based on Eurostat
E
data.

T evolutioon of differennt countries has been div
The
vergent in thhis respect. B
Both
Ausstria and Gerrmany have seen
s
a slightt increase in rail and a sllight decreasse in
public transportt over road. The total passenger-km
p
m in Germanny has droppped,
mainnly because of the decreaasing share of
o individual road transpoort.
I Hungary, not only didd the overall performance
In
p
e decrease (inn part as a reesult
of the
t crisis), but
b also roadd transport has
h continueed to increasse its share and
repllace the otheer two modees – the exaact opposite of policy goals.
g
Increassing
mottorization ratte can also bee observed inn Slovakia an
nd the Czechh Republic, w
with
no significant
s
chhange in totaal transport performance.
T final asppect of the trransport systeem to be anaalyzed is the state of railw
The
way
infraastructure. Traditionally,
T
, Hungary was
w in a favorrable positioon in this resppect
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owing as much to its geographical location as the density of the railway network.
However, since 1989, the railway sector has been in decline, an ever increasing
share of rail freght and passenger transport shifted to road, and the infrastructure
is obsolete, although the density is still quite high on a European scale:
Railway lines density,
by NUTS 2 regions, 2008 (1)
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Figure 6: Railway line density

Figure 5: Population density

Note. Own compilation based on Eurostat data.

It is clear that Hungary is in a good position with respect to its railway
network density. However, the obsolete state and quality of infrastructure
(upgrades to 130 km/h are in progress) is a significant obstacle and it is possible
that a population density like this is simply not sufficient to sustain a railway
network that is among the most dense in Europe. The result is line closures and
attempts to eliminate parallel bus services, which may result in a decreased
service level, while financial sense is questionable, given the large share of fixed
costs (infrastructure maintenance) in the railway industry.

Conclusion
The current state of affairs in the transport sector and the economy in Hungary
make the chances of successfully reaching the targets set out in various strategy
documents questionable at best. An enormous effort will be required to move
toward a more sustainable transport system, and it is not yet clear where
associated funds or consumer motivation will come from.
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